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BIBLIOTHECA SACRA. 

ARTICLE I. 

THE NATURAL THEOLOGY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE. 

No. VI. 

CREDIT .AND OONSUIU'TION. 

IT is impossible to construct society without the cement 
of faith, or industrial society without the form of faith known 
as credit. As long "as parties are mutually and perfectly 
distrustful, fearful of each other, they can only guard them
selves one against the other with ceaseless anxiety. Every 
effort goes to establish a barrier against injury, to cut off 
access by wall or ditch, or to make ready for the approach of 
an enemy by arms offensive and defensive. Slavery, which 
rests on violence, must remain a state of confiict, of patient 
watching on either hand to inflict or to evade wrong, unless, 
the deep-seated injury overlooked and forgotten, mutual 
trust comes to uuite the parties, with faithful service on the 
one side, and kindness on the other. 

Thieves who band together are compelled to establish, in 
place of that broader morality which they have thrown off, a 
narrower code of honor, which they strenuously enforce 
among themselves, finding in it a new hold for faith. Bar
baric society differs from civilized society in the restricted 
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circle to which this trust extends, and its limited force .even 
here; in the many fears and superstitions which seemingly 
spring up on purpose to replace the restrictions of morality. 
Treachery and the fear of it are most thoroughly destructive 
to all social ties, the most ruinous of all social vices, and, 
therefore, all men in the sphere in which they have recog
nized tlle obU,a.tioo to f.e.ithfuln~, bave bra.dad taa oppo
site fault as the most opprobrious of sins, as deserving the 
severest punishment, the most universal scorn. Even the 
slave, unless the victim of extreme oruelty, is not suffered to 
be faithless to his master without peculiar censure. No term 
conveys more general, more unsparing reproach than that 
of traitor. 

The est&blisQUlent of faith bet.ween individQ8.1s, givea the 
family; between families, the tribe; between tribes, the na
tion; between nations, the breadth and amenities of modern 
civilization. In no one respect is the uniform progress of 
the world more distinct and discernible than in this constant 
growth of confidence,. till the natural and presumed relation 
of man to man and of nation to nation is now one of amity 
and trust, one of recognized obligation, which a conviction, 
rooted in every conscience and as broad as the civilized 
world, enforces. 

The transition to this state from that in which a stranger, 
hoBtis, and an enemy were one in language and in thought, 
has been greatly aided by commerce. Commerce demands 
fa.ith and leads to faith. So strong is this connection that it 
has given rise to a peculiar word expressive of the phase of 
confidence called for, to wit, credit. 

The first form in which trust appears in trade pertains to 
the quality of the articles sold. ExchangE! is greatly embar
rassed, and must be often arrested, if no reliance can be 
placed on the parties to it in regard to the amount and 
quality of the goods purchased. Though deception in this 
respect still remains the great bane of traffic, calling for 
much watchfulness, and often resulting in mortification, loss, 
and failure, yet, so far has the element of good faith been 
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deYeloped, that a universal pride and satisfaction are felt in 
the production of commodities uniformly good; and every 
enla.rged business rests, or may rest, on connections much 
the majority of which are reliable without especial watchful
ness. Though labels are often false, they have for the most 
part ceased to deceive, and though quantities have fallen 
below the standard first established, these deficiencies have 
come to be recognized, and remain more often traces of past 
dishonesty than of present fraud. 

The want of entire trustworthiness as regards the quality 
of commodities has never received so severe censure as would 
have attached to it, had it not been possible, in most cases, 
to guard sufficiently against it by skill and caution. These 
endowments are SQ much the staple of mercantile virtue, that 
any failure through deficiency in them receives proportion
ally less sympathy. The shrewdness and overreaching of 
trade assume this form of deception with less sense of guilt 
and less public censure, because it is felt that, in the mimic 
war of traffic, there are minor disguises and subterfuges 
against which the experienced merchant may protect, and 
ought to protect, himself, and which he in turn employs. 
Commerce has not yet learned to rest on entirely frank and 
open metllods ; and omissions, false appearances, and extrav&- . 
gant claims are the remnants of the downright lying, fraud, 
and violence which were once the rule. When, however, 
&hese tricks of trade are practised on the bel pless, or at 
points at which even the shrewd and experienced have no 
defence, public censure becomes more decided, and struggles 
to check the destructive, disorganizing tendency by branding 
the deceiver as a eheat and rogue. 

It is worthy of remark that in proportion as the service, 
or even the product, increases in value, the surveillance e. 
nsed, the fear of deception suffered, tend to decrease. 'Ehe 
day-laborer is carefully watched to see that he renders the 
due amount of labor; the workman of higher skill develops 
proportionate character, and finds occasion of offence in too 
ICl'Utinizing an eye; wbile the professional laborer is con-
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scious of little or no supervision. There is a growth of 
confidence as the occasion and necessity of it increase. It 
is both a condition and a result of the higher forms of pro
duction. If the same risk attached to the purchase of costly 
as of less costly goods, it would constitute in those articles a 
much greater discouragement, and render their production 
so hazardous as hardly to be remunerative. 

The more peculiar form in which faith appears in the 
commercial world, is that of credit. Credit, though indeed 
sustained by legal process and penalty, is almost always 
granted as the result of personal confidence, of a belief that 
the payment will be made according to agreement. 

The two forms of credit are, the parting with products to 
the consumer or to the merchant without immediate pay
ment, and the loaning of money as capital in business. The 
first form chiefly appears in book account; the second, in 
notes, or their equivalents. Credit in the purchase of goods 
is more often a convenience, a thing of ease or even of indo
lence, than a necessity, than a.. relation mutuallyadv8.llta.
geous to buyer and seller. As the amounts and times of 
credit are less deft.nite, as both are liable to insensible 
increase, as the parties are frequently slightly acquainted, 
and the trust reposed springs from no sufficient knowledge, 
as the motives to prudence and economy in buying are 
weakened, as the demand for payment usually comes when 
the commodity bought has been consumed, and the sense of 
advantage passed away, this form of trust frequently betrays 
those who repose upon it, and rarely results in solid adva..n
tages to either party. It plays into all heedless indulgence, 
unthrifty ways, sanguine moods, and a willingness to mort
gage the future to the present. 

The many bad debts consequent on this form of credit 
embarrass business, make the circuit of capital longer, the 
rates of profit higher, and the vexation and anxiety of trade 
incalculably greater. This form of trust, which is least 
advantageous, is most risky, and has little to recommend it, 
since tile conditions most favorable for its safe existence are 
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also most favorable to its abolition. Those to whom it can 
be most securely granted are those least disposed to it; while 
those who especially seek it are especially liable to injure, 
and be injured by, it. The poor, in behalf of whom, a plea 
for limited credit may sometimes he instituted, ought, above 
all classes, to be trained to meet present liabilities with 
present resources, and to avail themselves of the discount 
of cash prices. The poorer the person the larger usually is 
the price paid by him for goods, and this, principally because 
the improvident class to which he belongs are wont to seek 
and to endanger credit, till the risks of loss constitute a very 
appreciable part of the price charged. 

The development of business tends to remove this form of 
credit, as destructive to that cheapness, ease, certainty, and • 
rapidity which it seeks. In doing this, it does not restrict 
the trust of man in man, but rather increases it, by lopping 
off thol:ie forms of credit in which faith is most frequently 
betrayell; and the indolent, the careless, and the roguish 
play upon the good-will of their fellows. Virtue may grow 
as much by closing the door to abuses as by opening that 
for the development of graces. This form of credit does, 
indeed, imply considerable commercial progress, but tends 
to be displaced by further growth. 

Perhaps the most undesirable form in which this first 
kind of credit appears is that in which, nevertheless, it most 
nearly approaches the second. The wholesale merchant sup
plies the retail merchant with goods, and waits their sale, in 
whole or in part, for payment. The temptations of abuse 
a'l"e here stronger, and the opportunity to guard against 
them slighter than in almost any other form that credit is 
allowed to assume. The value of the goods loaned, the dis
tance to which they are carried, the ignorance of the parties 
of each other, and the slight, or rather entire want of, over
sight of the debtor by the creditor, make this form of trust 
so hazardous that we are astonished that commercial faith 
should ever have gone so far, and that it is not more com
pletely overthrown by its own audacity. A true development 
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of the moral sense would soom more inclined to censure this 
credit for its temptations than applaud it for its confidence; 
while a true business instinct would gladly sacrifice the 
gains of enlargement for those of safety and rapidity. Win
ning these, we shall quickly secure the first, while the first 
may be destructive of these. 

The 8econd kind of credit, a money-loan, affords to busi
ness obvious and grave advantages. It passes capital from 
those less to those better fitted to use it, from the old to the 
young, from the inexperienced to the experienced, from those 
out of business to those in it. It gathers up capital through 
the instrumentality of saving-banks, from those who held it 
in small, unproductive quantities, combines it in convenient 
and efficient sums, and brings it into the active circuits of 
production. The gains are thus double. Money, otherwise 
of little use, is made to work for him who loans it, and for 
him who borrows it. Capital is kept on its utmost stretch 
of service. Instead of gathering in stagnant hordes, it re
turns to the current of business, furnishing a new force and 
yielding a fresh harvest for the service of man. Judicious 
loans in this form, imply trust and strengthen it. Though 
not necessarily resting on good-will, they call it forth, become 
a means of sympathy, and bear with them the amenities of 
mutual aid and dependence. 

Such loans are interesting on whichever side we look at 
them; in the power they develop and the virtues they stim
ulate. The borrower is able, through the faith he inspires, 
the credit he commands, that is, chiefly through personal 
character, to trnnsfonn potential, future advantages, into 
present possessions, to reap the harvest while he is yet sow
ing the seed, to turn strength and honesty into capital, and 
yet to retain them to work with this necessary instrument 
of production. He is thus aLle to forestall success, and to 
come immediately into the possession of its chief advantages. 
A. position is given him on which to plant his lever; he finds 
the ground for it in his trustworthiness, and is thus able 
quickly and easily to lift the weight, to mOTe the obstacles 
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OIl which he aci8. That sueb purely moral forces as skill 
and integrity should thus double his power, and command 
eapital, the second essential instrument of production, marks 
the premium that, even in the field of self-interest, attends 
virtue. 

On the other hand, the lender, in the possibility of a safe 
loan, finds the continuation, the increase of his power, even 
when circumstances or inclination have arrested his labor. 
A. strong, faithful agent is at his disposal. The toil which 
he has expended has become, in the form of capital, a living 
thing, runs by its own strength, increases by its own processes 
of growth, and, under the watchful eye of the interested 
holder, still threads all the paths of exchange, and returns 
faithfully to lQdge its yearly wages in the hauds of its master. 
ThiB accumulated power is developed ou both sides by faith. 

Private loans, resting on individual knowledge and confi
dence, afford such new opportwlities, develop advantages so 
rapidly, so callout a.nd reward integrity, and express good
will, that they seem at once an economic and moral force, 
and while resting on these two supports cannot readily be 
~cess.ive. 

The more strictly business paper of institutions like banks, 
set apart to discount, having less of a. moral basis and re
ceiving only the protection of general rules, is much more 
liable to excess. It always plays a conspicuous part in any 
extended system of credit., brings a constant temptation to 
relax or evade the rigor of the rules instituted for its defense, 
and, in the very fact' of lively and successful business, finds 
a reason for that enlargement which is almost sure to bring 
min. The especial guards of this form of credit are the 
sbortness of the times for wbich it is extended, the prompt
ness of the payment required, with the commercial dishonor 
and ruin which custom has made to accompany failure, and 
the requisition of two or mOl'e names to each note of indebt
edness. There are indeed, if faithfully applie'<i, great pro
tections to this form of credit; yet, when it is left to rest on 
these, with little or no oversight of character, with no moral 
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basis, it often becomes very insecure. Rules coldly or care
lessly applied lose their value. A second loan may pay and 
enlarge the first, and two names are not necessarily better 
than one. Discounts which recur more frequently, require, 
indeed, more care than private loans, and demand peculiar 
safeguards, but are not thereby saved the necessity of under
lying, well-grounded confidence. 

The sharpness and coldness of this form of credit are 
especiiilly seen in the prompt payment required, while the 
clumsy, partial nature of the protection thus afforded ia 
illustrated by the ruin often incident thereto. Commercial 
sentiment at this point, is exceedingly stringent, and rather 
than abate a jot of its demands, or hazard in the least the 
promptness of business, often precipitates private bankruptcy, 
or even draws on a great crisis. A stringency of rule and 
sentiment grows up proportionate to the end in view, and 
with the rigor and harshness of a purely mechanical force, 
the protest comes, and is followed by disgrace and ruin. In 
private loan, the kindliness of the moral element is much 
more apparent, and in discounts to which this is wanting, 
men strive to supply its place with the harsh penalties of a 
conventional system. Yet this law is law, and stringent law, 
and, on the whole, wise and disciplinary law. 

A third form of credit is that of paper currency, not baaed. 
dollar for dollar on the precious metals. By this excess of 
paper over coin, there seems about to be realized a creation 
of commercial power. Products, capital already acquired, 
are not loaned, but credit is made to become capital, to add to 
its absolute amount, to place instantly without a substratum 
in any existing resources, new funds at the disposal of the 
fortunate issuer, tbe lucky debtor, who has at length hit 
upon an alchemy of currency by which one dollar can be 
made two, three, or a dozen dollars, as the ease requires. 
Looking only at the immediate, obvious results, this satisfac
tion does not' seem altogether ill-grounded. A new capital 
has arisen, and ill working most real and rapid results in the 
market. It is only when we take a broader and deeper 
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survey that we find nothing bas been oreated, no absolutely 
additional power been giv~n into the hand of industry. A 
multiplication of· bills by increasing the numerical aggregate 
of the currency -by so much reduces the worth of its units, 
and leaves the sum of value the same. That which deter
mines the value of gold is its amount compared with the 
offices it has to discharge-is the demand for it; and with the 
substitution and multiplication of paper this demand de
creases, with a proportionate loss of value. This general loss 
of purchasing power in the precious metals may not be at 
once sensible, but it is none the less real. We may dip a 
pail of water from a lake, or fill a reservoir therefrom, and 
obeerve no fall in the general level, but we have not there
fore created this fresh supply. We may take air into an 
air-chamber or press air from it, and find it in each case full, 
and no more than full, and, jf we overlook the density of 
the element, fail to perceive that we have aftectad it. We 
may add or take from a currency, and fancy that so much 
bas been lost or gained, unless we estimate the effect on the 
purchasing power of each unit, leaving the aggregate value 
unaltered. This form of credit, bold and peculiar as it is, 
has no claim to create any new capital, but only to re-direct 
and re-divide the old. For my neigbbor to issue ten dollars 
of paper for one of gold beld in bis possession, is for him to 
add to his own resources by subtracting an insensible amount 
from mine and every other man's within the circuit of the 
currency, or strictly of tbe civilized world. The plea for 
this kind of credit must rest, then, on its rela.tions to currency, 
in ·which we have discussed it, and not on the ground that it 
either creates capital or constitutes an ordinary transfer of 
it. The unmistakable fact that a paper currency is simply 
a re-adjustment of old values, an insensible plundering of 
the many with manifest fortune for the few, a stealthy, an 
imperceptible clipping, 88 it were, of the metallic circnlation, 
should not certainly, financially or morally, incline us to it. 

This kind of credit, least of all, rests on personal confi
dence, and, most of all, depends on rules for the observance 
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of which there has never be611 found adequate 800Urity, &Jld 
whose viola.tion has been as tempiing as it has peen easy. 
He who receives the bill of a bank, and, to that extent, be
comes its creditor, more frequently knows little or nothing 
of in. souudness, finds the loan forced upon him by the 
necessities of business, has neither protection against making 
it, or means of security in it beyond a few general prinoiplea 
or loose rules, whose observance is left very much to the 
option of interested parties. 

It would doubtless have been thought beforehand, in clear 
view of a.ll its liabilities, that this form of credit would be 
much more unsafe and disastrous than it has actually proved. 
Iii losses, however, are 80 small in the separate amounii 
involved, and are, while oonstant, so scattered, that they do 
not make the impre88ion whioh belongs to them in the aggre
pte. This, if we could cause it to express at once all w. 
counts, counterfeits, and bills absolutely 'Worthless, would 
be found very great. 

While credit is an indispensable instrument of production, 
giving facility and strength to its processes, while it finds a 
basis in our moral constitution, and t611ds to unite the lower 
impulses of gain to the higher of good-will, it nevertheless, 
by gradually growing into a system and extending itself in 
business from point to point and branch to branch, is open 
to grave evils, and often ends in a general and wide-lipread 
catastrophe. 

Especially those forms of it which we have seen to N8t 
least immediately on personal confidence, and to have only 
a few general safeguards cast about them, become, in such a 
system, sources of danger. So completely is this true, that 
an undue extension of a system of credit will hardly be 
found without its chief iustrument, banks of issue, whose 
expansive and contractile power gives to trade those nerv
ous and convulsive movements tllat carry excitemellt and 
frenzy over into stupor and paralysis. As long as credits 
are simple, resting on a. single, straightforward transfer of 
capital, it is not easy to secure that state of mutual and orit-
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ical dependence which renders an accident to any fatal to 
all. It is only when banks, the centres of supply to wide 
and interlocked circles of business, endanger their own foot
ing by excessive issue, and become, instead of pivots of 
strength, points of especial vacillation and weakness; wheD 
obligatioJls yet un met, and goods still unsold are made the 
basis of further loans, that a complicated net-work of depen
dencies is established, sensitive in every part, and liable to 
be tiawed and hopelessly entangled by the merest gust of 
disaster falling on auy part .. 

The evils which follow from credit when ripened into au 
extended system and made the foundation of business de
serve careful nouce. The first of these is the rise of prices 
attendant on the growth of credit; or, taking into consider
ation both its growth and subsequent decline, the fluctuation 
of prices. Stability of prices, except so far &s they are affocted 
by natural and inevitable forces, is the great security and 
encouragement of industry. All fluctuation without a reason 
in tbe necessity of things, merely occasions an unfortunate 
and unjust tra.ns{er of property from hand to band! often 
from the more to the less industrious, from the staid, faith
ful producer to the tricky, wide-awake speculator, from the 
commercial laborer to the commercial gambler, and is thus 
attended with discouragement of sober industry. The rise 
of prices frequently accompanying the development of a new 
branch of industry, the breaking out of new enterprize, is a 
mark of prosperity, gives life to business, and thus becomes 
Q880ciated in the minds of men with the prosperous and pro
ductive condition which occasions it. The rise of prices 
following an undue extension of credit, bears the same ap
pearance, but is, in fact, quite diverse in its effects. Credit, 
hy the ease and efficiency of use which it imparts to all the 
available capital of a community, in its best aud desira.ble 
forms, tends to business activity, and thus to high prices; 
when, however, there is added to this a large and general 
transfer of goods on unsafe, easy credit, and to this, generous 
issues of currency acting as a factitious capital, a purohu-
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ing power with no valid basis anywhere, the oondi&ions of 
business are made so open and alluring that an excessive, 
unsubstantial demand springs up in many directions, 0C0&0 

sioning a sudden rise of prices, sure to be followed by a 
correspondingly violent decline. Credit is almost certain to 
lend its highest facilities to the speculative branches of trade, 
since it is here that sudden hopes arise, craving but a few 
months, or even days, for realization. Ra\rely does one enter 
upon an extended, substantial, and permanent branoh of 
business without patience, skill, and an ownership of moM 
of the capital requisite to it. It is trade whose circuits are 
short, whose promises are excessive, and whose steps can 
often be traversed by a shol1 loan or a month's disoouDt, 
that bolds out deceitful lures to easy credit, and by some 
sudden tum of the market engulfs the too credulous bor
rower. He who fastens his hopes of gain on these uncertain 
fluctuatiolls of price, is like one who crosses a swollell river 
leaping from block to block of ice. A cbasm by a single 
foot too broad, completely baffles him. The exertion and 
success of the past go for nothing, if amid. the fortuitous and 
shifting scene aboll t bim one gap lies in his path too wide 
for his leap. The speculator may strain credit to the utmost, 
and perish with the image of hope but a week or a month 
ahead. 

The effect of extended credit through trade on prices i. 
evident. A rise of prices is pronounced in any community. 
Credit extends its hand to all who wish to close with the 
golden opportunity. Specula.tive purchases follow, and are 
attended by a rapid acceleration of prices. Success waits 
on those who have purchased, and allures others to the field, 
and those in it to further investmeuts. As, however, a por
tion of the rise has been effected by ariificial forces, when 
these are withdrawn there will be a correspondingly rapid 
decline of value. There comes .a moment when specula
iive purchases must cease, and specula.tive sales commence. 
Then it is found that no real, adequate state of the market 
occasioned the universal demand, and that sales cannot be 
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effected at remuuerative rate8. Then follow alarm, precipi
tate eales, and heavy 1088es. In this vacillation ther.e is 
nothing but disturbance and overthrow for sober, profitable 
production. The reliability of its calculations, the certainty 
of its rewards, the firmnesses of the ground gained, are chief 
conditioll8 of prosperou8 industry; while sudden and unfore
seen changes, the miscarriage of schemes sustained by pru
dence and patience, are its great discouragements. It enters 
on each ne,! undertaking, uncertain whether the cost of 
material will be met by a corresponding value in the com
pleted product. 

The higb prices, moreover, which coDstitute the rule 
under a credit system, expending to the utmost the pur
chasing power of the community, favor foreign, as contrasted 
with home, industry. Gold is cheapened by the multiplica
tion of Its paper equivalents, and hence flows easily abroad. 
To say that prices are high, is to say in other words, tha.t 
ille precious metals are low, easily bought by foreign produoe, 
ready to seek a better market abroad. Nor do the bigh 
prices of commodities, with the consequent transfer abroad 
of gold and silver, cheek a system of credit when once estab
lished. Room i8 only thereby made for the expansive power 
of paper, and there seems to be a demand for the enlarge
ment of a credit which i8 becoming more and more unstable. • 
Industry is therefore doubly perplexed by the general preva
lence of high prices, and by their vacillation, compelling it 
to compete unfavorably with foreign industry, and to enter 
with-unusual risk on the circuit of its productive processes. 

Not only are these serious obstacles in the way of industry, 
their presence is concealed by false appearances. High prices 
themselves are the delusive indications of prosperity. At 
some points and by BOme parties money, in the fluctuation 
of values. is made rapidly, and large foreign purchases are 
readily met from surplus coin thrown out of the currency 
by the expansion of paper oircula.tion~ There is nothing, 
therefore, save to the more thoughtful and experienced, to 
oecasion alarm; indeed, the judgment of danger reaa on 
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unobtrusive indications, and seems to be, in the very face of 
conspicuous facts, of apparent prosperity, forced on one's very 
senses. The commercial barometer therefore is watched 
only by the more observant, and most, with all sails set, are 
struck by the storm. 

And the storm is sure to come, general and sweeping, 
strewing the shore with many wrecks. The final issue of a 
financial crisis is the last, the crowning liability of an ex
tended credit system. For a time the expansion of credit 
may proceed slowly in diverse and independent directions. 
In its growth the disconnected losses of a few will not be 
much observed, and will occasion no general disturbance. 
As, however, the system advances - and advance it will 
under the hope of easy gains, the allurement of brilliant 
prizes, and the extension of a reckless, insatiate, speculative 
spirit - parties will be locked together in broader dependen
eies, banks will be the centres of large circles of loans, and 
themselves become involved, each with each, by indirect if . 
not direct dependence. A. sensitive and wide-reachillg sym- . 
pathy will thus be established. An excitable and nervous 
condition will pervade the entire business community. Del
icate and universal connections will be alert nerves along 
which every vibration of commercial feeling can run with 

• easy and increasing rythm, carrying the whole commercial 
body forward in the excitement of hope, or causing it to 
recoil under the shock of fear. With these extended de
pendencies, this wide-felt and excitable feeling, the com
mercial world is placed in a condition of most unsEable 
equilibrium, at the mercy of accident, and sure, sooner or 
later, to be thrown entirely from its balance. In the midst 
of general and extreme indebtedness, of immature and ex
travagant schemes of trembling speculation, comes at length 
a heavy failure. The blow is given, one tottering structure 
falls against another. The force of concussion runs on to a 
third, a fourth, through a score, 8. hundred, a thousand, 
sweeping into bankruptcy long lines of debtors .. Fear, more 
senseless than hope, sends a throb of frenzy round the circles 
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of business. Debtors supplicate the banks, creditors Pl"68S 

upon debtors to overwhelm them if possible. No alarm is 
felt by anyone that is not communicated instantly, that does 
110t create a new pressure, that is not made to do its utmost 
of mischief, finding echo and reverberation in the universal 
:fear. .A sense of general insecurity, valid, indeed, in itself, 
but now waking up only to work ruin with a fool's madness, 
closes the avenues of escape, and plucks down ·heavy des
truction on those whom a. little patience and faith might 
spare. Credit, but a short time since so easy and excessive, 
becomes utterly and everywhere impossible. The irration
ality of one movement vibrates into the irrationality of the 
opposite. Commercial faith, hitherto as succulent as Ii. sponge, 
is now instantly squeezed dry, and mell stand astonished, 
hOP,.elessly awaiting the shock ot fortune they oon neither , 
avert or limit. When the storm has wrought its own pleas-

. ure, and expended itself, business changes hands, suffers the 
depression of reduced prices, ga.thers together the wrecks of 
the past, slowly revives, finds a basis for hesitating and lim
ited credit, and, too oCten untaught by experience, suffers 
this to grow once more into the same unsound methods, to 
be followed again, as time softens the memory of events, by 
kindred disasters. 

Nor is this slow growth of prices, at length reaching a 
crisis, and followed by a rapid decline, disastrons as it is to 
industry, 80 much to be lamented in the immediate losses it 
entails, as in the tone and spirit it gives to production and 
trade. As credit is not made to rest back solely 011 personal 
trust, on established character, the necessity of a reputation 
for industry, prudence, skill, is lese felt. Capital is obtained 
on easier terms than a personal guarantee of its faithful and 
successful employment, and therefore the premium on high, 
productive virtue is withdrawn or greatly reduced. This 
system not only lays less stress on honesty, - it encourages 
dishonesty. To loan the property of one to another with no 
adequate security, is to encourage the debtor in a low esti· 
mate of the advantages and conditions of credit, to leave 
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him open to the temptation of a reckless and careless use of 
that in which 80 little either of his own property or even 
good name is involved; is, indeed, to place him in the very 
outset in a dishonest position, obtaining and employing the 
possessions of another with no adequate pledge, either in the 
securities given, or in the integrity and skill which he brings 
to the business. 

The constant failures wbich follow such a system, involv
ing many relatively prudent and industrious parties, greatly 
lessen the odium of baukruptcy, cause it to be regarded 
more as a misfortune than a crime, and thus by so much 
weaken the penalties which public opinion attaches to indo
lence, to heedlessness, and to dishonesty, and remove the 
safeguards established in behalf of capital. 

With this reduction of the shame and the disaster of fail
ure on the one hand, and with the occasional easy b.d 
extravagant gains of a bold and reckless venture on the 
other, it is not strange that a speculative prevails over an 
industrial spirit, and labor is left to those w~o have not the 
wit to buy and sell, to sit at the table of exchanges, and play 
at the brokerage of chances. Just 80 far as wealth is a.llowed 
to rest on the fall and rise of prices, production becomes a 
form of gambling, or rather ceases altogether, while its past 
products are made the stakes of to-day's venture. There is 
fortunately a grand, broad stratum of small capitalists and 
hard workers, to whom this restless and adventorsome spirit 
finds little access, and who plod on, the sober men, the real 
producers of the world. With this class credit hardly goes 
beyond a few direct loans, of which personal confidence 
forms the chief security. On these, most unfortunately 
however, the waves of price which have their rise in the 
commercial and financial centres, break, and while they are 
here in part arrested, it is not without much inconvenience 
and loss. 

With these facts of credit before us, we see that men are 
at once interlocked with each other; commercial intereata 
make the dishonesty and unreliability of some perplexiq 
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and disasQ:ous to all, ud that, therefore,. strictly personal 
well-being seeks for general integrity as the indispeDsabW 
colldition of extended and prosperous traffic,. an~ accepts 
and cherishes that mercantile sentiment wwch honors the 
trustworthy awl cen8\U'es the UlU'eliable. Production, in· 
volving coufidence in 80 many, and the weipty venture ol 
direct loan in not a fow, needs, and mUH fiu, a. moral l8sia 
for credit, and strives to quicken and support the moral sense 
by such maxims as, Honesty is ~he best policy. Though 
commercial integrity is in some instances - under the pecu
liar motives which operate so strongly to induce it - found 
I8J'U'&ted from other forma of virtue, it is evident that the 
discipline of business, in thia confidence which it must repose 
in its agents, in this actual and extended cl'edit which it must 
feulessly grant to Dl&DY, is moral. The wst reposed ap
peals to a feeling of honor,. the reputation for integrity calli 
out. pade of charaeter, while the consequent advantages give 
to lively sense of wisdom, of 8. safe and sound policy. Thus 
OOIILIll6l'OO at once works with forces and feelings closely 
allied to the purt motives of morality, and chiefly sustained 
m Qur consUtutiou by them. Character becomes a most 

-importa.D.t consideratioll. The honesty of OD6 wins for. him, 
and t.he dishonesty of &».Other loses for him, a favored pOSb
tiou,. .. fortunate elllplo!,ment, a needed loan,. and the close.
ness awl strenph of the lock of oommercial reiatioJls are 
proportionate. to the sense of security, of integrity. 

Oredit, haviD,g thns. Us buis in confideDCe 80 closely asso
eia.ted with the moral sentiments, tends of ooune in itl 
growth to call fonh the moral nature. The fact of reposing 
tnl8t develops a waiahf'ul iDierest in otheJ:8, and the fac~ of 
acoepting trust. makes. tAe strongest appeal to the nobler 
impuleee. The iraDsaot.iOA does rest on a. moral basis, and 
therefore calls into action moral forces, and by the satisfa.c.. 
tioD, the privaa and public approval they secure,. prepares 
tile mind for enlupd aotivity ia kindred directions. The 
FOwth of CODllQ8rcial integrity is as natural and inevitable 
when once iDaugurated, as of the. virtues of courage, 8elf.reli~ 
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allce, magnanimity. The occasion and motives of a healthy 
moral sentiment are given in business, though under strong, 
sudden,.subtile temptations, integrity may be often lost, and 
confidence suffer many a shock. 

This progress of sympathetic, moral forces, in connection 
with commerce, is well illustrated by the present as compared 
with earlier and with ancient methods of treating debtors. 
Says Maine, in speaking of the severity of Roman law toward 
the debtor: "His indebtedness was doubtless regarded as 
an anomaly, and suspense of payment in general as an arti
fice and a distortion of strict rules. The person who had 
duly consummated his part of the transaction must, on the 
contrary, have stood in peculiar favor; and nothing would 
seem more natural than to arm him with stringent penalties 
for enforcing the completion of a proceeding which by strict 
right ought never to have been extended or deferred." 

Nor need we travel but a brief period into the past to find 
a debtor's prison whose concomitants were little better than 
those which attended the confinement of the lowest felon. 
Now bankrupt laws, laws shielding various forms of property 
from attachment, shift the burden from the debtor to the 
creditor, and leave the former to renew the experiment of 
life with no further disadvantage than the loss of time and a 
restriction of credit. Indeed, so easily are commercial sins 
forgiven, that the last soon ceases to be felt. Here, then, 
a totally new state of feeling and of relations, much broader, 
kinder, and sympathetic, has sprung up in connection with 
the growth of business. 

But let it not be inferred that these commercial forces, 
while calling into extensive activity the moral nature, and 
tending, in the conditions they impose, the motives they 
present, to urge men upward, are yet sufficient to establish 
and maintain moral growth. Indeed, did not the moral 
nature stand ready to receive these inducements, to feel 
their impulse, we should almost as hopefully expect to edu
cate the cunning of ·the fox into an adroit policy of honesty, 
as the rapacity and greed of men into the forbearance the 
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patience, the high honor of commercial character. The 
growth of confidence has not been secured in exchange by 
its own forces, by the influences it alone has called forth. 
The greater lenity which has been extended to the debtor, 
the substitution, for the coarse, hasty method of brute forco 
and severe punishment, of generosity and sympathy, have 
not been reached save by the philanthropic exertions of 
individuals, and the softening power on the community of 
Christian sentiments. This movement has not arisen within 
the commercial circle, and b~n urged by commercial incen
tives, though these motives have not been without their 
influence; but has been rather all expression of Christian 
interest and good-will. The severity of punishment has 
been mitigated, the tyranny of the creditor been softened, by 
the influence of men like Howard, who, under the impulse 
of good-will, have undertaken tho thankless task of reform. 

Moreover, mere forethought, prudence, the wisdom of ex
perience, cannot present motives strong enough to confront 
pressing temptations, incorporated in the constitution of men 
and customs of society. The deceitfulness and dishonesty 
of Eastern nations cannot be cured by simple commercial 
experience; for such an experience cannot itself be gained 
till the cure is measurably effected. The mind may give a 
languid, obscure assent to the general principles of honesty" 
but call have n9 such settled and practical faith in them as 
to follow them against universal practice, the hope of imme
diate gains, and the transmitted and habitual tendencies of 
the mind. 1.'0 expect deceit and dishonesty to cure them
selves by a remedial process of their own, is to suppose the 
deep experience, the profound and wide-spread convictions 
which close the movement to be present to inaugurate it, t!J 
require the results of reaching the goal as a condition of 
starting for it. 

The fate of credit when divorced from the moral nature 
is seen in those extended systems which rest it on commer
cial rules rather than individual confidence, and build it up 
into an independent and organized business scheme. We 
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bave marked the ce~n. a.nd universal ov~rthrow which 
follows the unsubsto.o.ti.e.l and tree.cbe~8 eharacter of t.&e 
commercial fabric so- COBStruCteQ, ~d the 8udchn. 1"&. in 
wbich it is involved. No scheme lS00o)S ~ ingea.i(Wil ud 
to promise et\6ier &ad IIlOle fiatteriag returns tho. that of & 

paper curNncy; yet, kckmg lit buis, a. 80lUld "~Q fOQi. 
ing, it betrays the com.munity into- inoaleulable·losl!Ell\ eo .. 
upon it chronic ailments, aucl l~ve8 it., in. e~err. Vial of 
stJ.:en~]l., weak and timid. N.otlling ca.n. better illU8t~t,& Ute· 
demand for complete and thorough. in~ity, for _ imqe. 

diate, adequa.te, and sound 8tJ9pod for every. promise to tM 
full measure and form tlUN:eoC. A bank bill is. not SA Qf1. 

gagement to pay at a single specified time, but at 8lly aod 
every time; not to one party, but to a.ny party,. and the 
security of this promise is not, oalUlQ't be~ penoo.aJ. trust, but 
an ability put by the circnIDstaJlQ88 of the engageman.t beyond 
a peradv.eD.ture. Every step iJl. ij}e growth of bills be,ond 
specie, tlU~l'ef()re,. enda,ngers the promis&. aao. tends to itM 
ultima.te overthrow. In. the ~t equali~ing of the power 
with the pledges tha.t rest on it,. we h"Ye 11. Boble iMtanoo rJ. 
commercial soundneliS and. moral ia~ty ;. aad, ift the ez.. 
cess of the one over the o~, a noable illllsU"aWm of tll& 
a.bortive ~wth of 8pllriQU wedi~ w.b:en out. fNlll the tnuJlt 
of stern virtue. 

What, theNlfore~ comme~W. law. 8tnlggle~ to do,. yet f&oils 
to accomplish, what it discipliBe&, vexes, punishes Ul~n for 
not doing,. mo~l l,.w, working with a more profound IUld 
independent foroe, is able to ~h., The highel1 motive 
comes in to emplpy and susflaw. the l~wer, to give a. breadth, 
precision, and beauty 1;0 COI»:mer.-cial act.ion, of waich taken 
~lonEl it. is inca.pable; yet, which. 0000 e$ta.blished, it reoog
nues as essential to its full' development, &ltd is prepaNd to 
sustain with the force of motives never before so strongly 
felt. .As strictly chemje&l ~ Ilev~ seeDl &0 poteD.t.,. so 
a.ble to work SllCh unu~a.l and PQrfMt tAnsCorm&tioDi as· 
when u.n.der the iDiluAnoo a.,d hMdling cI &bQ viW poww, 
80 the la.ws.of ex.cbaQiEt nel:Qr &OCOQq)ijsb 8Q QOmplately thQir 
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own results, never reveal 1JO funy their beneficent action, as 
"hen brought under the superior goverament of the moral 
impulse. It is this which plea8ure.bly and completely reachee 
what the others painfully and inadequately aspire to. Thus 
again we find a lower plane of forces, which the most selfish 
cannot fail to feel, aDd feel through their very selfishness, 
preparing discipline, punishment, and. incentives for those 
'Who are Dot yet ready to accept the restraints of virtue, or 
be blessed by its motives. Yet we abo find this incipient 
order able to complete itself only as at length it is brought 
to minister to & higher life, falls under a more efficient and 
pervasive for~, descending upon it, developing the strength 
that is in it, and gatherhig its minor and subsidiary tenden
'cies into the sweep 'Of a more inclusive 6Dd potent plan. 
That is partial. this complete. There il!J a strugglo i here, 
its only hopeful, divine issue. Herein, then, runs the orea
tive thongh~. 

Political economy does not ptoperly include co'Usumption. 
It is the science of the production, distribution, and exchange 
of 'falues, not of their consumption. Valnes are values be
cause they directly or indirectly appeal to human desires, 
and the many and complex movemenu by which these are 
realized, and at length lodged in the hand of the consumer, 
complete the field of economic inquiry. A detached, sepa
rate system of laws controls the rise and transfer of wealth. 
It is these which form the science. The production, division, 
and transfer of values, practically inseparable, require distinct 
consideration. Though the three processes go on under the 
form of one, they nevertbele88, in their natnre and relations 
are diverse, each possessed of its own principles. E~change 
constitutes rather the accidental form than the peculiar 
character of distribution and production, and it is advan
tageous, therefore, to consider these apart from the more 
general laws regula.ting the trausfer of values. While ex
change penetra~ eTery economio process, and becomes the 
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prevailing form of movement, in one class of cases it is 
nevertheless incidental to other ends, and in another it is 
itself the end. We cannot, therefore, treat .the whole seience 
as one of exchange, as if traffic were the full and perfect 
type of every economic transaction. 

Consumption, on the other hand, as a fonn of social 
action, lies without the pale of economic forces. It may, 
indeed, by the form it assumes react strongly upon these. 
So will the laws, customs, and religion prevalent among 
those engaged at any place and time in production; yet this 
fact does not make government or theology a branch of 
political economy. All that this seience properly does is to 
aid man in securing the means of gratification by unfolding 
the laws which govern values, thus enabling him to gain 
these with the least exertion and greatest certainty. 

When values are once lodged in the hand of the consumer, 
the observation of political economy ceases to be especially 
directed to them, and their right consumption becomes a 
question of 80cial and moral interest. We may ask maoy 
questions concerning wealth which it is no part of the office 
of economic science to answer; as, for instance: How much 
wealth is it desirable to have? In what occupation can it 
be most easily obtained? Is this investment of it desirable? 
To this class belongs consumption, or the inquiry: How 
ought wealth to be expended? The definite office of political 
economy is to enunciate the principles which govern the di&
tinct processes of acquiring, dividing, and transferring values, 
without at all touching those questions, either of expediency 
or duty, which are 80 intimately associated therewith, aud 
are ever urging themselves upon tbe individual. We need 
to know the laws of mechanics if we are to set up machinery, 
though that science cannot tell lIS whether a mill should be 
built in this or that locality, or is desirablE! at all. The 
object of a knowledge of the science ~f values is to give ease, 
security, and certainty in their handling, not to decide how 
much the individual should have of them, ill what employ
ment he should gain them, nor what he. should do with 
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ihem. Such knowledge merely enables us to make safe and 
wise, in the general.principles on which it proceeds, the action, 
be it more or less, expended in securing wealth. 

There is, indeed, one form of consumption wrongly so 
called, which is directly connected with production, and 
that is the use of material already valuable in tlle creation 
of further value. Thus leatller is made into shoes, and tim
ber into furniture, buildings, shops. There is here the form 
not the fact of consumption. In true consumption the com~ 
modity or service finally disappears in the gratification of a 
desire, and this act lies beyond, not within, the field of 
political economy. 

Of this intermediate consumption, which is production 
rather, the expenses of government present the most inter~ 
eating example. The public safety and justice which these 
are intended to secure are among the most essential condi
tions of exchange. The scaffolding by which a building is 
ereoted, the ways on which a ship is launched, are no more 
necessary and included parts of the outlay, than are the 
expenses of legislative, judicial, and executive action of the 
cost of production, of the national wealth, whose acquisition 
they aid and whose possession they guard. 

By far the largest branch of this form of consumption is 
the expenditure of war. However wasteful war may seem 
to be, it is yet a wise and prudent and productive expendi
ture when it is necessary to social order, to just institutions, 
and national character. Too much cannot be laid out 011 

the foundations, since the superstructure is an impossibility 
without them. If the half of national wealth is swept away 
by necessary war, the remaining half more than doubles its 
value, and from the additional security, liberty, and integrity 
of character gained, the productive forces may receive such 
a stimulus as quickly to replace all pecuniary losses. When 
moral qualities are roally at issue, when wide-reaching truths 
and fundamental rights must be defended or surrendered, it 
is foolish to count the cost in dollars and cents, since these, 
in the right soc\p.l state, can be quiakly replaced, while with. 
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out those nothing can llourish. The life mlllOre 'dian meM, 
not only as greater, but 88 APing in it iDedlautibk powen 
of production. We cannot, then, autler the founi&ins fA 
eoonomic, as of all other forms of strength, m be choked up, 
on the vain plea that it costs too much to guard and keep 
them open. Needful 'War is the most needful of all needfal 
things, Ute most economic of all. economic forces, the most 
mOl'al of &11 moral actions. The sublimity of heroic faith, 
of expenditure risking all for all, laying down. life for life, 
the lower for the higher, is to put the present with ell ita 
fascinating show of good, its physical wealth and ~mponl 
well-being, in peril a.nd pause for the future, is to close up 
with quivering muscle every chum across the path of the 
race in its march to a spiritual goal. This is to order 'fir
tue as God orders it, who holds the race iD a. IODg, bard 
discipline, suffering physical forces to tread and crush it 81 

in a wine-press, that holiness may at last be seen; who rules 
the world on the distinct, pre-eminent prinoiple that the life 
is more than meat, and the body than raiment. 

But when and how often this necessity of war msta, 
and whence it arises, remain most grave questions, &.Dd. 
rightly answered go far to show that most of the sacrifieea 
of war have been made in obedience to the worst impulses, 
heroism swallowed up in brute ferocity, the holy tendencies 
put to most wicked work, bringing their immolations to the 
altar of Molock. Of the wars which have been waged, few, 
even in modern times, have been on either side in pure 
maintenance of principle, have been at once justifiable in 
their spirit and form, - the last appeal, when patience and 
exhortation had failed against unreasonable injustice and de
termined wrong. In these very few eases the wiokedness of 
war is but the more marked on the part of those who have 
been able, in the face of Ohristian sentiment, to make the 
great and dire appeal solely for selfish, unjust purposes, 
Generally, however, right has been more or less divicled 
between the parties, and the principles involved have entered 
as often by implication and secondary depev.dence, as tIley 
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bave been U1e openly avowed, tile ~ly and consi81Jently 
maintained, ground of either party. 
~ truths put at issue ill war ha~ mffered the peril of 

Paul, ready to be palled in pieces betWOOD the contendiftg 
factions hi15 words had 1Ll'OQsed. The principles thus estab
lished have mont oflen heeD. blindly eliminated in the heat 
of personal passion, tha.n distinedy, broadly, and wittingly 
vindicated. The interests of men have frequently oompelled 
them to make anli maintain statements of right more far
reaching than they th~elves would be willing to accept 
&lid .coree as ag&1ftst themselves. Self-love couches the 
eye, and enables it to see troth not discernible by the in
different, much less by those in opposition. Thus we, in 
the revolution of '76, enunciated principles against whoae 
inferences and applications we have eT6r since struggled. A. 
combination of interests foroed us to & progress we should 
not have made on purely moral ground~. 

Even in those few cases in which war is the last resort, the 
acknowledged neeessity of 000 p6rty, it is well to remember 
what make. it so. That necessity does not arise outside of 
the opinions and cboices of men. A cruel war is forced 
upon weak: Or reluctant parties 90 frequently, because· no 
hroad-spread, deep-seated sentiment condemns war, and ar
raigns those who seek this appeal. It is a majority vore, as 
it were, tha.t maintains this method Qf arbitration, as it is 
that justifies and supports any form of tyranny. What is it 
that holds an army to duty and drives it into the face of 
danger? It is either the clear, decided choice of the major
ity, or a false belief in such a choice, maintained by mutual 
ignorance and fear. It is with the soldiers, not with the 
leaders, that strength lies. It is they that must punish dis
obedience and mutiny. It is they that handcuff and execute 
their fellows for Q violation of orders. Leaders, therefore, 
can only enforce obedience and hurl their men into the jaws 
of death by controlling, or seeming to control, their choices • 
.Let opinions be rife among the soldiers, and the expression 
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of them free, and authority cannot go much beyond the bias 
of feeling, the judgment prevalent with them. 

As the army is maintained by the estimate which tbe sol
dier has of his duties, so is war maintained by the public 
opinion, or want of it, in the masses who are spurred on to 
suffer its dangers and endure its losses. Individual passion 
and ambition could not kindle the wide-spread and destruc
tive conflagration of war did not the humbler ranks of men 
serve as fuel to the fire, as trains ready laid by which to 
ignite and explode a nation or a continent. The very mo
ment that men, the masses and the majorities, will have an 
opinion, will know one with another what that opinion is, 
and be ready to guide their action by it, that moment author. 
ity passes into their hands, and. they cease to be the living 
instruments of war, and to endure the sufferings from which 
no advantage can accrue to themselves or to humanity. 
Rulers and leaders walk on the heads of citizens and soldiers 
because the masses lie congealed and inert, as it were, in 

. ignorance and mutual fear. Low passions, class pl'ejudice, 
and national enmities serve as media along which to trans
mit the fury and rage of war, and enable skilful leaders to 
combine and hold together great armies, and, in the pursuit 
of personal and limited ends, to batter, waste, and splinter 
them, as if they were nothing more than a faithful sword 
given for this vcry end to their right hand. If, perchance, 
a little thought starts here and there, a little reluctance is 
felt at this or that point, it is quelled at once by the rever
berating ma.l'ch of thousands, no one of whom knows but 
that the fellow who stands by his side would become his 
executioner should he strive for an instant to break loose 
from the ponderous, irresponsible, unreasoning body of which 
he is but a single atom. The mall may be battered and 
shattered by the blows which it gives, but that is it for which 
the tool was made, reasons the workman. Let the light of 
of intelligence, the heat of moral purpose, thaw out these 
masses, open up and set in free motion these frozen streams, 
and leaders sink at once as units into the flood of humanity. 
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When the soldier asks what purpose the dangers and suffer
ings of war subserve for him, when his fellow propounds the 
same inquiry, and they together answer, no good purpose, but 
much loss every way, war approaches an end. The neces
sity on which it now rests begins to disappear, since that 
necessity springs only from the passions of men acted on by 
false and confused opinions. 

Most legitimate and needful, then, is the constant appeal to 
public sentiment against war in behalf of peace, since error 
and inertness here are its occasion and condition. Violence' 
and ruffianism are to be banished between nations in pre
cisely the same way as between individuals. Personal ren
counters, street quarrels, and duels are held in check by a 
sentiment which makes patience, or a calm appeal to reason 
or to law, the universally accepted criterion of manhood, and 
brands every other procedure as low, debasing, and barbar
ous. Let society from a given point slip one step toward 
barbarism, and personal altercation and revenge freely enter; 
let it rise one step toward true enlightenment, and these 
disappear and are replaced by judicial processes. The same 
is equally true between nations, though we have not yet 
reached the point of verification. 

If, then, the necessity of war is not absolute, uut one of our 
own creating; if it arises from the ignorance and passions of 
men; if it is no visionary or remote idea of social perfection 
to suppose a community of civilized nations so alive to their 
own interests, so impressed with a sense of justice, of indi
vidual safety, and national prosperity as to provide for and 
demand the judicial settlement of national as of private 
diiferences,-then, assuredly, do we do well to begrudge the 
"ast expenditures of the war-system, the great burden im
posed by it on the working classes. If this branch of gov
ernmental expenditure could be greatly lessened or entirely 
removed, there would at once be lifted such a load from the 
galled, jaded shoulders of the poor, there would at once be 
opened for them such a new margin of opportunity, as to 
give them the buoya.ncy of fresh hopes, the elasticity of 
successful enterprise. 
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The poor are, as a ch.s8, more affected by war than any 
other, not only 'because the waste of life falls cbiefty on 'them., 
'but because the ta.xatiO'll incid~nt to its enormous expendi. 
tures is sure to seek them out, often in a 'V'f!ry dispropo'll
tionate degree, always with peculiar hardship. So much or 
taxation is indb'eet, resting on consumption, that the poorer 
classes feel, even beyond their measure, the p11blic burden. 
So, too, the loss of eapital incident to war finally rests mo" 
8e\"et'ely on the poor, Binee it is to the employment which 
the pl'oductive lise of this would afford them that they look 
for aid. This form of 1088 would be much more se.erely 
reit did not war at the same time reduce by its slaughter the 
number of workmen. The poor are always in a critical 
position; a very slight gain or loss determines with them 
the question of progress or retrogression, of comfort or of 
snffering. It, therefore, the losses of WQr fall on them only 
in due proportion, they suffer relatively much more sharply 
from them than those who call maintain their social ground 
and rank from. resources comparatively abundant. The 
changeable prices, also, and opportunities for rapid gains 
incident to war, result almost universally in the gains of a 
few, and the depression of the many. In the severe struggle 
through which this country hM recently passed, though the 
large bounties have afforded some relief, high prices have 
pressed generally and heavily on the working elasses. 

These considerations are the more grave in the present 
15tate of improvement in military and naval warfare. War 
is now resolved into a race of financial, rather than physical, 
strength. New inventions superseding old weapons, render. 
ing useless fortifications and armaments, impose enormous 
-and purely experimentel expenditures on those who wish W 
rival their neighbors in arms. Nor do these new outlays, 
great and burdensome as they are, solve the problem, or 
permanently alter its conditions. The advances of one nation 
are met, sooner or later, by corresponding advances on the 
part of others, and armaments of thrice the cost ill construC
tion and maintenance bristle on either hand against each 
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other. The outlays of one people impose kindred outlays 
Ulroughout the civilized world, and this with the barrelol 
result of leaving each in the same relative position as before, 
with a greatly increased cost in maintaining it. It would 
seem that such a futile, and therefm:e sueh a heartless and. 
brainless, race must come to an end. And it will come to 
an end the moment that men generally perooive its real 
character, and refuse to maintain it. The recent revolu
tion in naval watfal'8, rendering comparatively useless half . 
the enormous labor hitherto expended on fortifications. and 
armaments, would seem to be well fitted to disenchant men 
of the strange fascination and sense of necessity which attach 
19 the war-system, a system which gives neither the security 
nor justice which are its ostensible objects, and lays an ever
growing burden on the people in its futile efforts to r.edeem 
irredeemable promises. Let nations fall to once more, re
build their forts, re-make their navies, re-arm their armies, 
it shall not be final. Nothing is final but justice and peace, 
accepted for themselves, and allowed with quiet counsel and 
fruitful bands to bless those who maintain them. 

In one view how ridiculous, in another how sad, the atti
tude of a Christian world seeking prospe~ity and peace by 
hedging out war, by sinking ditches it cannot overleap, build
ing walls it cannot penetrate, mounting ordnance it cannot 
resist, forgetful that the devil of passion on this side, is as 
cunning ill device, as bold in execution 8ll the devil on that, 
and that each finds ill each the provocation and food of new 
inventions. If this chimerical bubble of armed safety could 
be exploded, and the resources expended in seeking it be 
turned to useful production, what a sudden, astonishing, and 
beneficent revolution would take place in society, and what 
a. marvellolls increase would there be of the m.eans of good at 
its disposal! This is by no means a money question merely, 
since it is chiefly the reaction on national. character, and the 
gains to Ilationa.l well-being that are BOught. 

The next Corm of consumption of which we shall speak, is 
not, like that of war, alleged to be in the line and interests 
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I of productions, but is tme consumption. As it is claimed 
that the luxuries of the rich especially aid the poor and 

( quicken industry, the relation of these to social and indus
trial interests, and the moral dilKlipline instituted through 
them, deserve notice. On the grounds of political economy 
alone we cannot criticise the most luxurious forms of expen
diture. Wealth is sought only for the gratification of desires 
which it affords, and to judge between desires is not the 
office of economic but of moral science. Whatever the desire 
may be which prompts productive la.bor, the principles and 
laws of that labor are the same. There is no economic, any 
more than there is any civil, principle restricting personal 
liberty in the expenditure of wealth, provided the rights of 
others are respected. 

While political economy yields its guidance to efforts which 
are prompted by frivolous, selfish, and excessive desire, the 
influence on society of lavish and luxurious outlay is very 
different from that often ascribed to it. Such expenditure 
is not for the general interest, as thought by many. The 
majority of luxuries, aside from those which minister directly 
to the appetite, lend their chief gratification through vanity 
and pride, - using these words in no opprobrious sense, but 88 

including the satisfaction which arises from the admiration 
of our fellow men, and the sense of possession. Luxuries 
are altogether relative; they are indulgences decidedly be
yond those common in the community to which we beloug. 
The necessities of one place or time may be the luxuries 
of another. They express, quicken, and gratify the love 
of superiority, and afford a broader circle and higher grade 
of enjoyments than fall to the masses. Now it is not in the 
least denied that intellectual and esthetic taste, a love of 
ease and superior comforts, may not come in to guide and 
influence luxurious expenditure, but that the dominant feel
ing in what is distinctively and peculiarly luxurious in the 
race of refinement and fashion, is that of vanity, the atten
tion and admiration elicited by things got up so nicely, so 
expensively, so superbly. 
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Most luxurious outlays would have no significance outside 
of society, would be an absurdity, were not many to see and 
admire them. Coaches, laces, India shawls, as much call 
for curious, gaping, wondering eyes, and busy, gossiping 
tongues, as philosophy for intellect, or statuary for taste. 
Such expenditure, resting on the love of display, impels those 
who join in it through the fickle, frivolous, selfish circles of 
fashion, and leaves the heart worn, waste, and cynical as the 
fruit of indulgence. The interests of humanity have least 
of all to expect from those who squander their resources on 
personal gratification, and are soured by the very good they 
seek. 

Those also thus unscrupulous, thus forgetful of others in 
their expenditures, are equally heedless and grasping in their 
acquisition of wealth. The poor have little leniency, little 
softening of the hard conditions of the market to expect from 
him who, with his eyes set on future indulgence, and his 
impatient desires spurring him forward, only accepts busi
neBS as a means of money-making, an intervening drudgery to 
be endured because not to be avoided. From eager, heedless 
luxury springs rapacity. The connection is natural, almost 
inevitable. Wanton and excessive expenditure requires, to 
maintain it, h8:sty and unscrupulous acquisition, and the 
selfishness which allows the first will as readily admit the 
second. It is usually found, therefore, that those who have 
exorbitant ideas of the quality and claims of their own pleas
ure, have little thought even for the necessities of others, 
and that the prodigality of private outlays drinks up public 
benefactions. We intensify personal feeling through any 
form of indulgence at the peril of rendering it unconscien
tious, exacting. cruel. 

The effect of luxury on the poor is as unfortunate as on 
the rich. The ignorant and improvident are, in God's econ
omy, the wards of the intelligent and thrifty. If these take 
the fruits of industry and forethought, and devote them to 
their own enjoyments, the former are left to shift for them
selves, to endure to the full the retribution of sin, to bear 
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u1!pitied and unaided the burden whio'h· their physical .d 
moral misfortuMs and SiDS lay llPOft them. We h8'fe see. 
what an essential element of prodllction is capita!. Wnheut 
llU'ge amounts of this, labor is shom of its sCJrengdl, iB eom
paratively worthless. Capital is the indiepensable yoke.fel
loW' of labor. It represenfls the contributjon of moral_ 
inQlllootJttal qualities to production: the ingenious machinee, 
the costly natural agents walled in with wood and stone, 
bitted with iron and b'88S for the service of men, the mMM
fold edifices and instruments of manufacture and eommeree. 
We might as wen flivorce mind from matter, thought from 
muscle, as capital from labor, since the one is but the maai
fold, multiplied resources of ingenuity &ad patience, giving 
power and ndom to the tough hand of tb& OCher. 'lo 
weaken the laborer, therefore, at 1Ibis point; to withd ...... 
lIMtily, constalltiy, wastefully, capital for private COIl8Ump
ti0a, is to arrest productive progreS8, to hold back 1!OCi8tJ 
from economic, and thus mOlal growth, to rob 'Workmelt of 
the advantage about to be realized from the multiplication 
of capital, ita increased eompetition, i18 tower ratea, 8lld the 
OOD86quent advance of wages. 

LttX'ttrious consumption does, indeed, D'nol\'e - 88 in ri. 
f8llbrica, prodigal entertainments, &nd oostly nIlas - tt.e em
ployment of laool, and heJlfl9 a tratltlitory advantage; htd 
he is very shorWighted who supposes this to be aD adequate 
compensation for withdrawing tile SlUDS expended from die 
active processes of production, wherein they were able Q) acI 
68 8 permanent force, cheapening the eommodities of cen-

t) stant, universal consumption, giving to the labore!' .. brisk, 
profitable, growiDg m&rkefl for his servioes; and: enabling him 
to expend his growing wages with increasing advantage. 
Luxury is furestalling, OD the part of II ~w, the oommon 
~, 8 gTasping in advance social gainS' whiah more patienee 
and generosity would allow' to accrue ultimately for· aU,. is 
unhitching trom the chariot of social progt'68& ita fteel
ho1"8es, that they lIlQy pnmoe away tlieil' stren8'h io pri .... 
parade, is- leaving labor where it is, to moil ()D. aDder .... 
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same old, ba.rd oonditions, finding its pleasure and its holi
days in gazing remotely from street and roof-top on those; 
who in purple and fine linen pass by in. civic procession., iJl ' 
wedding cortege, in funereal solemnity. It is this haste, this 
grasping at instant, isolated, superior indulgences, whieh 
mark the selfishness of luxury, and make its cold desertiOil 
of the needy 80 disastrous, its di\,oroo of ea.pital from depen
dent labor, fruitless and ihriftl6i8 without it, so unfortuuate. 

Luxury has usually been fOUDd i.a close proximity wi&b I 

pinching, tormooting J>O\,eriy. The luxury or past ages, Qf 
Babylon, Persia, Rome, was nurtured by the most abject 
cc>Ddition of the m8.S8~s, more frequently u.an otherwise b, 
the slavery of the producers. In ou.r ow. country, where • 
IDOre Christian, a. more geu.erous sentiment tempers aDd te

etnina private indulgence, we yet find in our large citieB 
the most luxurious outlays in immediate connootion with the 
most OOttreme want and desradatioD. Theile &urf-eapped 
1'Ia.ves, bursting with their own fuloess, never rise withnt 
opening just at band troughs that 8waJlow up the wreck. a.e, 
make. A ~ akin to this is tho circllmstance that maDr . 
of the product!! which are especially the objects of exoeni\l'fl 
expenditure come { .. om the most famished hand of poverty, 
from labor the most ill-paid of any. Of this class are Frenell 
laces,. India sha.wls, and diamonds, perchance the fruit of 
Brazilian slavery. Here, &8 elsewhere, the one extreme begew 
ihe oiber, and the head of society tosses a plume, only that 
its feet may clump in p'tteaa or go naked. 

Luxury, ~h8D, is chargeable as agaiDst the poor with with
dra.wiug IlJld consuming eaphaJ., the mOBt needful adjunot 
of labor; with ceuing io improve and cheapen articles of 
general consumption j witll directing attention to prQduoU 
nre and relatively wOl'thleBI; with taking in many CaBell i&a 
ri~ commoditiela from the }X>Orly-paid or unpaid hand of 
poverty; with acoeptins and widening tbe gulf behTeeJ1, 
~lasses, feeding its own saiisfaction by a sense of superiomy 
to Us fellows; and, aboV'e all, with withdrawing thai guidance 
aDd sympathy especially doe from the stl'OD.g io the weak. 

VOL. XXVI. No, 103. ~5 
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Of the various forms of luxury, religious luxury-the 
luxury of churches and worship -is the most intolerable. 
since it is most immediately and manifestly at war with the 
true Christ-like character of that impulse which it claims to 
gratify. It is not the splendor of churches that we complain 
of, but that this splendor exists and is even paraded as an 
acceptable sacrifice, while the greater portion of the world ill 
without churches, or even a gospel; that we are bid to re
treat from the Christian scheme of self~denial to the Jewish 
one of pomp and ritual, from a spiritual to a material good. 

But it may be thought that in restricting private expendi
ture, in insisting that capital should, as far as possible, 
remain in production, we destroy the motives from which 
alone the labor and self-denial of production are endured. 
It is only apparently that we do this. We seek to substitute 
one set of motives for another, one reward for another, and 
tbat a full, noble reward, for a small, base one. This we 
shall see in contemplating the form of consumption consist
ent with social well-being. There are some indulgences, by 
their own nature always and everywhere inconsistent with 
physical and moral health. These can never in the growth 
of society come into the class of accepted pleasures. But 
every product which gratifies a just desire, which has in U 
an intrinsic good, cultivates the taste, softens the manners, 
gives art, elegance, excellence, we may believe, shall ulti
mately be removed from the class of luxuries to that of the 
amenities, the decencies of life. A product is luxurious 
sometimes, from what it is in itself, from the excessive, ill
bestowed labor which it has cost, and often, from the fact that 
it is far in advance of what the industrious and intelligent 
masses can reach. Against this last class, in which the labor 
is neither perniciously, frivolously, nor disproportionately 
bestowed, but one objection lies, that they are premature; 
that a hasty reaching after them by a few retard the many, 
retard society in its approach to their enjoyment, that such 
an anticipation is not the dictate of benevolence and sym
pathy. Herein, then, in our relations to society, we find the 
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law of reasonable expenditure, the variable line which to-day 
separates conveniences, elegancies, from luxuries • 

.A. fuller inheritance of the gifts of the world, a more rich 
and abounding service exacted from its natural agents, a 
multiplication of the conveniences, enjoyments, and tasteful 
pleasures of life, are to be sought after as victories of mind 
over matter, as adjuncts to that social, intellectual and spirit
ual life, which is the highest product of manhood. It is, 
however, the march of the masses of men, of the rank and 
file of the great army of humanity, that is to be wa.tched over 
and longed for; that goodly houses and cunning fabrics may 
be prepared for them; that leisure and literature, art and 
worship, may wait on them; that Christ's poor may have a, 
kingdom opened to them. The expenditures of the few; 
which forget this general progress, and tend to make it im-! 
possible, are morally and religiously censurable; those which! 
contemplate it and bow immediate individual good to it, are\ 
just, generous, and wholesome. Now the highest, most en-: 
couraging stimulus is imparted to the masses by those who; 
are nearest to them, yet somewhat in advance. That which, 
is within the hope of the industrious and intelligent quick
ens them; that which is beyond their reach discourages and 
represses them. That exercise of taste, that moderate but 
well-timed expenditure on grounds, on social and intellec
tual enjoyments, which open the way, direct the eye, and 
epcourage the activity of the int.elligent and prosperous 
masses in the rear, are most desirable, and convert the 
wealthier classes into true l~aders; not barbaric leaders for 
whom all live and slave, but Christian leaders, who bring 
su perior powers to superior service, - the forerunners of the 
many. 

The vast possession of an English lord, dropped into the 
midst of a depressed population, hanging on the mere verge 
of existence, can only bring a sense of hopeless discourage
ment, if not of bitter wrong. Such fairy magnificence, such 
prodigal provision for the pleasure of a few, seem more like 
an imposilible dream than a sober fact, to the weary, hungry 
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eye of the poor. They bave cost ~be owner no labor, and 
are as much beyond .he ken of simple industry as tbe feasts 
and palsces of a magician; they separate the higher from 
the lower by an impassable gulf, aud compel these to feel 
that they are but the rubble, unshapen stones, that fill the 
ditch, that feel the pressure of the whole superstructure 
without themselves once coming to t.he light. The rich tblUi 
become the carnivora who feed upon the poor, sucking info 
the' bloated body of luxury, drop by drop, the life-blood or 
the feeble, famished Olles who neither know the nature of the 
wrong they suffer'nor its remedy. 

On the other haud, improTemeats t.hat. lie so close on 
moderate means as to be witbill reseh of the enterprising, 
which owe their excellence to superior skill and taste quite 
as much 8B to "Superior expendit.ure, which are free from aU 
selfish ostentation, and create no barrier to intercourse aud 
sympathy, wbiclt have referenco at once to private and pub
lic well.being, which are not less in gratification of a benevo
lent heart than a cultivated mind, and, free from the charge 
of luxury, leave to the wealthy the great part of their re
sources to be used for the general good.. Capital, rescued. 
from the service of vanity and h8.tlded over to that of 
benevolence, may, in part, be ret.aiDed in business, cheapen
ing products of general consumption, granting easier terms 
~o labor, shortening the lJollrs of toil~ stimulating hope, aud 
smoothing the path to prosperity for that incipient intelligence 
and enterprise, which, like & tender bud of spring, may De 
easily destro-yed, Oi' easily deTeaped into a strong and beau
tifullife. 

" We need exam.ples of people who, leaving heaven to 
decide whether they are to rise in the world, decide for them
eelves that they will be happy in it, and have resolved to 
eeek, .not greater wealth, but simple pleasure; nOC; higher 
fortune,.but deeper felicity; making the first of -poBBe86ions, 
self·possession, and honoring themselves in the harmleas P,ide 
and calm pu.rsuits of peace." 

AJilOther por.tion of .capital, withdrawn from business, may 
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render a 8till higher service in quickening thought, pro
viding the means of education, strengthening the social and 
religious sensibilities, and thus evoking those germs of 
manhood without which true prosperity is impossible to the 
laborer, abiding skill and energy to the producer. What 
nobler and more enjoyable {reId of action is open to the large 
capitalist as the result of superior wealth, than that offered 
by those whose hopes and opportunities are so directly en
trusted to him. How sad the picture which a manufacturing 
village presents, when the owner, pushing production in a 
selfish, grasping spirit, enlarging 'to the utmost the hours of 
labor, and reducing to the utmost its reward, spends in per
sonal indulgence, on family luxury, wealth which removes 
him from all sympathy with the indigent, and leaves them 
to tbe na.tural untidiness and un thrift, discouragement and 
dissoluteness, of poverty. How bright the opposite picture, 
when the talent and enterprise of the head seem to have be
come tho gift, the inheritance of all, and the common pros
perity to be wrought out with the indomitable energy and 
power of great capital; when the abundant gains of cheerful 
la.bor return at once to the genel'al good, enriched with a 
sense of mutual strength and personal sympathy. Produc
tion thus ceases to be a disguised warfare of exaction and 
remissness, of justioe contending with fraud, now ·on this 
side, now on that, dealing indiscriminate blows like a street 
constable, and becomes the parent of' physical and intellectual 
lire, of social strength, .A. generous regard of one class by 
another, a regard not patriarchal, but one which respects 
the rights and powers of all, which cultivates independent 
manhood, which aims at equal, co-extensive growth, is the 
product of the Christian spirit the world now waits for. 

Let it not be said that consumption so directed ceases to 
be a motive to production. This is to affirm that the pleas
ures of benevolence are sma.ll and weak when compared with 
those of ostentatious sclfishness; that it is better to be the 
object of the envious admiration of the poor, than of their 
cordial and grateful affcction; that the cold, formal clegan-
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ces of life are more enjoyable than rich moral feelings, broad 
philanthropic sympathies; in short, that labor can never be 
undertaken in the same cheerful way for others and one's 
self, as for one's self against others; that selfishness is and 
must be the great incentive of production. 

Here, again, ill consumption, we come once more, and 
more plainly than ever, in view of a higher and a lower law, 
each adequate to its own government and form of order, but 
the one infinitely transcending the other. Let men expend 
their wealth as they choose, let consumption, eluding the 
law of benevolence, submit only to that of personal pleasure, 
and we still have a powerful force evoking activity, dividing 
classes, establishing dependencies, working out an order under 
which society can be maintained, character disCiplined, and 
the conditions of the moral and social problem brought dis
tinctly before the mind. Indeed, self-love does a work that 
love cannot do, since the one finds play in hearts destitute 
of the other, and imparts impulse to them. Yet this condi
tion of proximate order shows its immature and partial 
character by the restless and unstable form it assumes. 
There is no continuous, firm progress as under a general 
lifo-givillg law, but revolution, convulsion, overthrow, as of 
unbalanced and conflicting forces, seeking to evolve a pet'" 

manent tendency, to reach a settled relation, a happier bal
ance. Power and wealth will always, in the incipient states 
of society, fall into the hands of a few, the fortunate, the 
skilful, the cunning ones. If they are to be appropriated 
as personal possessions, advantages for private consumption, 
the progress of the masses will thereby be barred, and a 
broad substratum of workers, of those essentially servants, 
be established in the human bive. It now becomes more 
than a figure to call the wealthy few the upper-crust. There 
is a seething, blind, molten, volcanic mass beneatb, that 
may for a time bear them, and may at any moment, and 
ultimately will, open and swallow them up. The latest 
instance in which the upper class have sunk into and under 
the lower, the foundation of an insecure social order giving 
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way, is afforded by the South. Such revolutions, perfect or 
partial, under the law of selfish consumption, must come. 
In the action and reaction between luxury and want, each 
is carried to the extreme. The indulgence and display of 
this season provoke the greater displays of the next; and 
these, in the accumulation of meaml, require a more eager, 
searching eye, a more heavy, hard, exacting hand. If the 
state of society is so low as to admit violence, the plunder 
of provinces, and the labor of slaves, then luxury ac.cumu
lates readily and rapidly the means of prodigality, and as at 
Rome, hastens the consummation. 

If the stricter commercial law must be followed, wealth 
as wealth still gains an increasing control of the "market, a 
broader and broader sweep of opportunity, a growing power 
through the fluctuation of prices to grasp .the gains, and 
leave the losses to the many, and, in each social movement, 
to rise a little higher to the relative and frequently the 
absolute depression of others. A compact class is thus es
tablished, selfish by instinct, trained to exaction by dignified, 
sagacious, consistent, self-justifying practice; and ready, 
with recognized and well-defended power, to protect their 
social amenities and peculiar civil privileges. A social 
antagonism and political jealousies are thus established! 
which, if the framework of society is, as in England, largely 
constructed of the worm-eaten timbers of the past, must 
bring the sullen dissent and open collision of reform; or if, 

-as in the United States, social order has been developed from 
broad and fundamental pl'inciples, will again and again call 
these principles ill their minor application in question, and 
throw them, from time to time, into the strife of politics, and 
even of civil war, to be vindicated anew. 

There is no moderation in luxury, in aristocratic wealth; 
there is no final quiet and contentment in prolific poverty 
under mere mercantile and civil restrictions. The crowded 
and hopeless poor cannot but at some time, under a sudden 
flash of light or opportunity, reason angrily, unsoundly per
chance, yet determinedly, against a framework of law, of 
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society, which. leaves them in the hands of the few, which 
congeals into rock all the fortuitous divisions, advantages, 
and disadvantages of the past, which turns society, itself 
flexible and vital, through the force of custom and precedent, 
into the stubborn strata which hold them dead and stUf' as 
fossilized fish. If half of Scotland is owned by six, and half 
of England by a hundred and five men, they will not under
stand how the monstrous wrong of the past becomes the 
indefeasible, holy right of the present; how society can turn 
into such astonishing monopolies the benignant distribution 
of nature, and maintain its work to be as just and valid as 
those deeper, more interior claims of man and society thereby 
displaced and suppressed. The selfishness that is under
neath will never accept the logic of the sellishness that is 
uppermost, and the strife will wax and wane between Utem, 
now with arms, now with words, now on the political field, 
and now on the field of battle. A permanent, settled, equi
librium on these conditions is as impossible as in the atmos
phere; the calm and the storm are equally brief adjustments 
of ever-returning conflicts between unbalanced elements_ 

The religious force of love, on the other hand, coming 
with an independent power, throwing considerations into the 
soales of action, that determine on which side they shall 
settle, profits by all the previous training of self-love, makes 
its bitter experience, its short-sighted, blind, and malignant 
action a ground of admonition, an experiment in morals, 

. closing the road to instant and reckless gratification, and, • 
imparting breadth and compass to interest, shows it to run 
parallel with the line of right action. The soul is thus lifted 
into a new realm without losing the influence of the old, 
bears with it lower forces, separates them from those forms 
of unguided, unrestrained action which are now antagonistie 
to true spiritual life, now co-operative with it. 

The subserviency and parallelism of self-love to love are 
never felt while the eye ranges over actions on a low plane, 
for two reasons. The survey is too limited, and immediate 
pleasures are too much exaggerated by proximity. The 
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more remote gains, to a self-inclined heart, the uninterpreted 
and unappreciated gains of generosity, cannot be held at 
their just value, while the instant, longed-for, aud, in the 
contrast, intense plea~!llre8 of indulgence cannot but receive 
from the inexperienced mind an extravagant valuation. Nor 
does long observation without a corresponding growth of the 
moral nature correct this estimate. While there does spring 
up and deepen a sense of disappointment in self-indulgence, 
there arises no counter hope in benevolence; the mind is 
perverted rather than instructed, the heart embittered rather 
than redirected. The appetites and passions are made more 
intense and exacting, and though less pleasure is the reward 
of indulgence, more pain is evaded by it; the impelling forces 
have indeed passed from the front to the rear, from persua
sion to coercion; but are neither less, nor less blind, nor 
less exacting. The experience of sin is got by departing 
from virtue, and can never, therefore, as a pure, naked ex
p6l'ience, cause at length the balance of impulses to turn 
toward truth. The mind loses sight of the blessedness of 
obedience even more rapidly than it comes to know the 
misery of disobedience. 

A. second equally important fact, disguising from the in
exporienced, selfish eye, the parallelism of self-love and love, 
is, that this parallelism does not exist except by virtue of the 
existence of a moral nature. Without moral affections to 
be gratified by present self-denial in behalf of others, without 
Conscience to oommand and sustain benevolence, it cannot 
be shown that self-love does require the line of action pointed 
out by duty. It is the unusual reward and satisfaction of 
doing right that puts this form of action above every other 
ill the pleasure conferred, and these will not be secured or 
understood till we accept and do duty for its own sake. If, 
therefore, we station ourselves on the low level of interest, 
to the overilight of our moral nature, we can there never 
discenl that parallelism which becomes so obvious and satis
factory in the pure, upper air of a. spiritual position. It is 
not till we feel the force of the higher law that we find that 
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selfishness can be eliminated from self-love, and that this 
may bo united with love as twin stars revolving around one 
moral cent.l'e, and sending their joint influence into the 
realms of action, among the planets whose orbits they order. 

ARTICLE II. 

THE PIDLOSOPHY OF NESCIENCE; OR, HAMILTON AND 
MANSEL ON RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. 

BY PROF. J. R. HERRICK, D.D., BANGOR THEOLOGICAL 8BIlIlII'AKY. 

MANSEL'S Bampton Lecture on " The Limits of Religious 
Thought" was published some ten years ago. It was tbe 
application of Hamilton's Philosopbyof the Oonditioned to 
Religious Thinking. Such application was not made to any 
great extent by the master himself. This was done most 
vigorously by the ablest disciple, doubtless, of the renowned 
philosopher. The work is carefully prepared, and logically 
it is very able. It should also be said that in it valuable 
suggestions are made in respect to objections to some of the 
doctrines of religion. But that which gives to the work its 
special and permanent interest, as well as a temporary noto
riety. is the main assumption of Mansel in regard to the 
possibilities of thought as wholly conditioned and relative. 

He first affirms that the difficulties to be encountered are 
the same in theology as in philosophy, no greater in the one 
sphere than in the other. This position may be accepted, 
and, taken by itself, needs not to be controverted. 

This granted, the philosophi-theologian lays down hi~ grand 
postulate, which is to be applied, he argues, both in philosophy 
and theology, and which is substantially this: Our thinking 
cannot possibly reach beyond the relative and conditioned. 
In neither sphere can we think the infinite. We cannot 
know truth relating to the infinite, and yet we must believe 
it- therefore,. Hamilton and Mansel would say, we are bound 
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